LIVE PAMPA
THE PROPOSAL
A unique visit to San Antonio de Areco, the cradle of Argentinian Tradition.
We will live an unforgettable experience at the estancia La Porteña, a place
Of more than 180 years of age that still keeps its Argentinean Creole
Architectonical style intact.
We will spend a country day full of floklore and tradition; reliving the long seasons
That the famous writer Ricardo Güiraldes, author of the internationally-acclaimed
novel “Don Segundo Sombra”, spent in the estancia finding inspiration to write his
best pages.
We will travel in time enjoying of creole exhibitions af customs, abilities and skills…

ROAD MAP
Former mansions, old‐
cornered streets and
monuments wit fos us in a
town with much history to
discover.

We will spend a day of
unforgettable field, full of
floklorean tradition. Reception
with cheeses, pies and
Argentinean wines. Asado
and later mateada,
accompanied of cupcakes
and a guitar show

The architechtonical style of
The building alludes to a
former 18th century old country
house, where the spirit of the
gaucho tradition still remains.
We will taste a variety of
traditional meals

The country house was built in
the 19th Century and its
surrounded by an impressive
garden designed by the French
architect Charles Thays. The
ranch is considered one of the
most attractive and traditional
in the country due to its unique
Argentinean Creole style.

We will enjoy the estancia
with a demonstration of uses
and costumes, cavalcades,
walks in carriages, sports and
polo lessons.

GENERAL RULES
Departure time:
Everyday at 9.00 hs.

The service includes:
A catering service during the tour.
Personalized service with two bilingual guides.
Argentinean barbecue at estancia La Porteña.
A mate as tradicional souvenir for each passenger.
Duration:
8.30 hs.
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